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B. Friday, the 17th
C. Monday, the 20th
D. Wednesday, the 22nd

Answer: B

QUESTION: 65
After 14 hours, the following Service Level rule will adjust the assignment urgency to
what value?

A. 75
B. 55
C. 45
D. 85

Answer: C

QUESTION: 66
Verifiability of a requirement means the requirement
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.

A. must include information that establishes a testable condition
B. clearly defines all the information necessary to describe the feature or behaviordesired
C. must be well documentedand concise
D. has been agreedupon by both business and IT leadership

Answer: D

QUESTION: 67
A requirement defines what an application must do or satisfy to meet one or more ?

A. Use Cases
B. Objectives
C. Specifications
D. User Stories

Answer: C

QUESTION: 68
A fully stated requirement with no missing information is .
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A. current
B. cohesive
C. complete
D. consistent

Answer: B

QUESTION: 69
Select the types of documentation that the Application Document wizard can produce.
(Choose three)

A. An application profile document
B. An entity relationship document
C. A specification document
D. A requirements document
E. Application documentation
F. A training manual

Answer: A, C, E
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QUESTION: 70
Central to the success of DCO are? (Choose two.)

A. Clear separation between requirements and specifications
B. Separately manageable artifacts for each stakeholder
C. Central repository for application artifacts
D. Up-to-date and in-sync record of the business need

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 71
One of the key benefits specific to DCO is

.

A. creating test plans from specifications
B. incorporating UI diagrams into specifications
C. the ability to trace rules back to their specifications and requirements
D. importing requirements from an external system

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 72
The purpose of DCO session is to

_.(Choose three)

A. identify opportunities to automate policies
B. confirm an implementation methodology
C. develop draft flows or user interfaces based upon specifications
D. develop test plans for features
E. elaborate a specification
F. add requirements to a central repository

Answer: B, C, F

QUESTION: 73
To assign a task to a specific person, Pega 7 sends it to a(n) . To assign a task to a certain
team and allow anyone on that team to perform the task, Pega 7 sends it to a(n)
____________

A. Workbasket, worklist
B. Assignment, workbasket
C. Assignment, worklist
D. Worklist, assignment
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E. Worklist, workbasket

Answer: E
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